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What is Dashboard?

- "Dashboard is the data utilization software which means it can allow you to create and export interactive dashboard”. Moreover, Interactive analytics is an analytic capability and "Dashboard” is an information delivery capability. -Gartner “

- Interactive dashboard which means interactive analytics.

- It is used as decision making tool which means it is an easier way to explore insights and test out future business scenarios for decision makers.

- It also help the decision makers to visualize display of most important information needed in order to get the desire results.
What is Dashboard?

- SAP Dashboard is owned by SAP and Dashboard is one of their products which they have offered under the SAP Business Object Solutions for Business.

- Business value for Dashboard is more towards Business Intelligence which means it can engage users through guided navigations, tailored solutions, and easy-to-understand visualization.

- It was previously known as SAP Xcelsius.
What is Dashboard?

- Dashboard characteristics
  - Dashboard is Highly INTERACTIVE
  - Dashboard is flexible in deployment
  - Dashboard is inspirational in design
  - Dashboard is relatively ease of design
  - Dashboard can personalize for any user
  - Dashboard can accessible to many users
What is Dashboard?
Who needs Dashboard?

- SAP Dashboard’s business needs
  - It is used for high-impact interactive visualization of important metrics
  - In-built user interface and navigation
  - Capability to manage and display metrics smoothly
  - Drill down or through for root-cause analysis
  - Custom-made content and display
What is Dashboard?
Who needs Dashboard?

- SAP Dashboard technology needs
  - Cool dashboard building abilities
  - Flexibility as the needs of an organization change
  - Security to ensure proper user access
  - Scalable for a growing organization
  - Integration to leverage existing BI investments
What is Dashboard?

What is Dashboard Advantages and important features?

Dashboard Features
- Creating multi-series charts
- Dynamic Visibility
- Selectors
- Filtered Rows Insertion Type
- Dynamic Selections
- INDEX(MATCH) formulas
- Change Measures Dynamically with Column Insertion
- Concatenation for Meaningful Titles
- Drill Down Dilemma
- Excel Data Volumes that will Kill Your Dashboard
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What is Dashboard Advantages and important features?

Dashboard Advantages

- Dashboard can save time, money and resources
- Dashboard can predict future performance
- Reach your data anywhere with mobile access
- Maximize the value of your current IT investments
- Dashboards can give the bigger picture of the data in measurable terms.
- Dashboard can share the insight data with the business users in allover Organization.
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What is Dashboard?

Design SIMPLE or EXTRAORDINARY dashboards

Visualizations that ANYONE can use
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